
Paolo Nutini – “Iron Sky” 
 

I have been asked to critically listen and write about a track of my choice as part of my HNC 
Sound Production studies. The track I have chosen is Iron Sky, by Paolo Nutini and I have 
chosen this track as the production creates an amazing emotional connection between the 
artist and the listener.  
 
Nutini is a Scottish singer, songwriter and musician from Paisley, Renfrewshire. He released 
his debut album in 2006, which peaked at number three on the albums chart (Officialcharts.com, 

2019). Nutini has enjoyed huge success since, gaining more momentum both in the UK and 
internationally. 
 
The track Iron Sky comes from Nutini’s 3rd Studio album, Caustic Love. As per the rest of the 
album, this track was released on Atlantic Records. The tracks on the album were Engineered 
and Mixed by Craig Silvey (previous work includes Florence and the Machine and 
Stereophonics, amongst others) (Discogs, 2019). The album was engineered and mixed at three 
locations: RAK Studios, London. Milocos, The Square (Hoxton, North London). Toy Rooms 
Studio, Brighton, Sussex (Discogs, 2019). 
 
The track itself seems similar in style and production to some of the indie rock we see today. 
 
At the start, there is a guitar with ping-pong delay on it, the dry signal panned left. This guitar 
line creates an uneasy feeling in the listener. Underneath this, in the centre, there is an 
electric bass guitar, which has been compressed and a high pass filter added, removing fret-
board noise, making it sound very smooth and consistent. These instruments are then joined 
by piano and programmed drums at 0:13. The piano is panned left, and the lower registers 
play chords in unison with the bass. On the piano, there is light reverb and compression, but 
retains most of the dynamic range. The drums are definitely programmed in this section. The 
ride is panned 50% to the right, with the snare sitting at 15% to the right, giving us a nice 
stereo field. The kick sits unsuspectingly in the middle of the mix, and is not overwhelmingit 
focusses on attack, not low end. They are also compressed, giving them lots of consistency, 
and have a subtle hall reverb on them, which is especially pronounced in the snare. 
 
At 0:27, Nutini’s distinct vocal presence joins in on the action. The vocal throughout this track 
sits front and centre, above everything else. The vocal line has been tastefully compressed, 
still giving the listener the connection with the artist but aiding consistency of levels. Again, 
there seems to be some hall reverb on the main vocal line, giving it a depth it wouldn’t 
otherwise have. The vocal line feels intimate but equally grand and powerful – an amazing 
piece of production.  
 
The track becomes hugely powerful around the 1:23 mark, where the full drum kit (with a 
monstrously huge snare sound) kicks in, alongside the brass section. The drums remained 
panned in the same places (besides the addition of a crash sitting behind the mix both left 
and right). Perhaps the most notable differences between the drums in the verse and the 
chorus is just how big the snare sound becomes, it really helps punctuate the track. Again, 
the drums are compressed and have a slight reverb helping them to remain a solid driving 
force. Interestingly, the cymbals are not as prominent in the mix as I would personally like – 



they seem weak. The brass section plays pedals, and gradually becomes more complex 
throughout. The brass uses the Haas effect to make the stereo field seem wider – with a bias 
to the right hand side. There is definitely compression on the brass section, which is far more 
obvious as we go through the song. The brass sits under the mix initially, then comes up so it 
is roughly equal in level to the lead guitar, still sitting under the bass and piano parts slightly. 
 
At 1:52, there is another verse section. The brass section becomes more prominent in this 
section, but due to the lack of the big snare sound that we had in the chorus, this section 
doesn’t sound quite as big. At 2:20, another chorus section occurs. 
 
In this section, the brass lead a melody line, which is prominent in the mix, and the use of 
compression becomes more obvious at this point. Again, the large sounding snare is 
prominent here, along with the brass and Nutini’s vocals, this section sounds glorious. In the 
chorus section, the bass guitar sustains notes for longer, and thanks to the compression used, 
it really helps give the mix the depth and power that it has. At 2:51, a female backing vocalist 
comes in and harmonises with Nutini. This harmony sits behind the main vocals in the mix but 
is still prominent, given it is at least an octave above the main vocal line. 
 
At 3:18, there is a sample of the speech from the end of “The Great Dictator”, which is hugely 
emotionally rousing. During this, the bass and guitar continue. As per the rest of the song, the 
bass sits in the centre of the mix, giving the listener consistency. The guitar keeps its ping-
pong delay that it has had throughout the song, but the dry guitar moves from left to right in 
the stereo field. This really helps the listener feel as though they are engaged with the speech, 
and the song. As this section progresses, the rest of the band gradually join in, building to the 
climax back into the song at 3:59. At this point, we are re-introduced to Nutini’s amazing vocal 
line. The dry guitar continues to move around the stereo field, making the end of the song 
sound really big. 
 
The mixdown engineer will have received the recorded files in a multitrack format. They will 
then get rough levels from there, and apply EQ to remove anything unwanted, then polish it 
with EQ and time-based effects, as well as compressors/limiters and any other inserts or 
effects he desires. The Mixdown Engineer will emotionally engage with the song, determining 
the focal point, making sure that this is prominent and everything builds to this point. He will 
create the mixdown in .wav format, at the sample rate and bit-depth desired by the mastering 
engineer who will then polish it further. 
 
To conclude, Nutini’s masterful musicianship, and Silveys amazing production make this song 
incredibly emotional and engaging. The combining of the, smooth bass line with the guitar 
line that wanders around the mix contrast beautifully. Although I feel the cymbals could be 
louder, the production is still outstanding, capturing the emotional power of the song in 
perfect measures. 
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